
INNOVATIVE STRUCTURE IN KAZAKHSTAN AND IN THE WORLD 

 

Innovation infrastructure, or innovation infrastructure is a complex of organizational and 

economic institutions that directly provide the conditions for the implementation of innovative 

processes by economic entities on the basis of the principles of economic efficiency. The 

infrastructure is divided into the following functional areas: 

1. transport and communications;  

2. information and telecommunications;  

3. credit and financial sphere;  

4. stock market;  

5. institution of intermediaries;  

6. the companies and firms rendering services of special and consulting character. 

The most important direction in the creation of innovation infrastructure is the formation of 

innovation centers, science and technology parks and incubators, through which the strategy of 

stimulating growth, bringing together elements of industrial, regional and innovation policy. 

World experience shows that the role of the state in the development of the economy is not 

limited to the formulation of policy, maintaining macroeconomic stability and regulating the activities 

of economic entities. It should also assume strategic and coordinating functions in economic 

processes. One of the mechanisms of realization of these functions is the so-called development 

institutions, technoparks, design bureaus, special economic zones.  

The Ministry of industry and new technologies of the Republic of Kazakhstan is the Central 

Executive body that provides leadership in the field of industry and industrial-innovative, scientific 

and technical development of the country. 

The Ministry of industry and new technologies of the Republic of Kazakhstan is the Central 

Executive body that provides leadership in the field of industry and industrial-innovative, scientific 

and technical development of the country. 

Joint stock company "National Agency for technological development" (JSC "NATD") 

(http://natd.gov.kz/) created with 100% participation of the state in the authorized capital and is the 

successor of JSC "national innovation Fund". 

The Agency was created to assist in coordination of innovative development processes and to 

provide state support measures. The competence and powers of the Agency are specified in the Law" 

on state support of industrial and innovation activities " dated January 9, 2012, which provides for the 

support of innovation activities: 

• system for technological planning of the country; 

* 14 instruments to support industrial and innovative development; 

* 4 new types of innovative grants; 

* the mechanisms of the analysis of the effectiveness of the implementation of industrial and 

innovation policy are presented; 

* existing mechanisms to support innovation have been improved. Main activities of the Agency: 

* Informational and analytical support of innovative processes 

* Development of commercialization 

* Development of an effective innovation infrastructure 

• Administration of service instruments of innovation support 

* Investment support for innovative projects 

• The promotion of innovative activities. 

The main tools of support of business entities by the Agency: 

* innovative grants; 

• project financing; 

* financing through venture funds; 

* provision of technological business incubation services; 

* providing services of design bureaus; 

* providing services of international technology transfer centers. 

 

In the innovation infrastructure of Kazakhstan includes: 

1. Development institution 

In accordance with the Decree of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated 

August 6, 2009 No. 1201 "on approval of the list of institutions of innovative development", 

5 institutions of innovative development were identified: JSC "national innovation Fund", 



JSC "science Fund", JSC "center for engineering and technology transfer", JSC 

"KazAgroInnovatsiya", JSC "Kazakhstan center for modernization and development of 

housing and communal services". 

2. Design Bureau 

The state program of forced industrial-innovative development of the Republic of 

Kazakhstan, approved by the decree of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated 

March 19, 2010 No. 958, provided for the creation of 5 design bureaus to serve the needs of 

enterprises in the segments – agricultural, electrical, mining, transport and oil and gas 

engineering. 

3. Technoparks 

Technopark is a property complex, which combines research institutes, industry 

facilities, business centers, exhibition grounds, educational institutions, as well as service 

facilities: means of transport, access roads, residential settlement, security. The meaning of 

the creation of the Technopark is to concentrate on a single area of General specialists. 

Scientists can conduct research at research institutes in Technopark, teach in educational 

institutions and participate in the process of introducing the results of their research. The 

Technopark is managed by an external management company. 

The international Association of technology parks gives its definition to the object of 

innovation infrastructure. According to the Association, Technopark is an organization 

managed by specialists, the main purpose of which is to increase the well - being of the local 

community through the promotion of innovative culture, as well as the competitiveness of 

innovative business and scientific organizations. To achieve these goals, Technopark 

stimulates and manages the flow of knowledge and technologies between universities, 

research institutes, companies and markets. It simplifies the creation and growth of 

innovative companies through incubation processes and the processes of removing new 

companies from existing ones (spin-off processes). Technopark in addition to high-quality 

areas provides other services. 

At the moment, the regional aspect of technoparks began to develop widely in 

Kazakhstan. Regional technoparks in the Republic of Kazakhstan began to be created in 2004 

in pursuance Of the strategy of industrial and innovative development of the Republic of 

Kazakhstan for 2003-2015 and 

Programs for the development of the national innovation system of the Republic of 

Kazakhstan for 2005-2015. The main provisions regulating the activities of technoparks in 

Kazakhstan are reflected in the law of the Republic of Kazakhstan No. 135-III Of 23 March 

2006 " on state support of innovation activities». 

 

TECHNOPARKS 

 

SECTORAL 

DESIGN BUREAU 

TRANSFER OF 

TECHNOLOGIES 
JSC "TechnoparkKazNTU.K. I. 
Satpaeva", G. Almaty. 

"KB transportengineerings» Korean-Kazakhstan 

centerTechnological 

cooperations 

Too " Almatinskiy 

RegionalTechnopark", g.Almaty. 

"KB mountain-metallurgical 

equipments» 

Kazakh-French 

technology transfercenter 

Too " Regional'noe 

Technopark G.Astana", Astana. 

"CB of oil and gas equipments» Kazakhstan transfer 

network technologies' 

LLP "Technopark"Algorithm", 

G.Uralsk. 

«KB 

Agriculturalohoengineerings» 

 

TOO "VKRegionalTechnopark" 

Altai»,Ust-Kamenogorsk. 

  

LLP "Technopark 

"Sary-ARKA",Karaganda 

  

Too " Regional'noe 

Technopark in SKO», 

  



H. Shymkent. 

 

4. Specialeconomiczone 

Special economic zone "Park of innovative technologies" - in the Park operates LLP 

Technopark" Alatau " which is one of the 8 technoparks of the National Agency for 

technological development, located in the village of Alatau, Almaty. The history of the 

Technopark began in 2003, when the special economic zone "Park of information 

technologies"was established by the decree of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan 

dated August 18, 2003 №1166. Since 2011 the SEZ "Park of informationtechnologies " was 

renamed the Park of innovative technologies. The strategic goal of the Park is to create a self-

sufficient innovation cluster that combines scientific, educational, design and engineeringand 

production structures in the priority sectors of the economy on the principle of "education-

science-technology-production»: 

1. information technology; 

2. new material; 

3. alternative energy; 

4. oil and gas technologies; 

5. electronics and instrumentation; 

6. nuclear technology. 

 

Integration processes in the field of innovation 

The features of the innovative model of economic growth of the leading countries of 

the world economy in the last decade are: the transformation of the innovation factor in the 

dominant socio - economic development; reducing the duration of the innovation cycle; 

strengthening the role of science as an influential institution and an equal partner in the 

network of socio-economic relations; increasing the importance of non-economic factors of 

economic growth; the growth of military and corporate expenses for the; globalization and 

integration of national innovation processes. 

For the CIS member States, the issue of using the integration potential for innovative 

support of the sustainable development process is of fundamental importance now. 

Innovative space of the Commonwealth of Independent States with a population of 300 

million people,the capacious internal market, rich natural resources, highly qualified 

personnel, the developed scientific schools, the perspective creative youth creates conditions 

for overcoming of a technological lag of the States entering into the CIS. The innovative 

space of the CIS member States will open new opportunities for high-tech business, the 

creation of pioneer technologies, the concentration of resources on the priority areas of the 

system modernization of the economy of the effective use of investment resources. 

The creation of the interstate innovation space should become a universally 

recognized uniting idea of the CIS member States for the next 10 years. Ultimately, its 

creation will realize the main goal of the national socio-economic policy of each CIS member 

state – to improve the quality of life of the population. 

 

NAME 

ORGANIZATIONS 

FEATURE LINK 

SILICON VALLEY, 

CA,USA 

Silicon valley (Silicon valley, English.  

Silicon Valley)  — the region in the state 

CA (USA), featuring a large density high-

technology related companies 

production computers', equipment 

andcomponents as well as 

software security, devicesmobile 

communication,biotechnologies, etc. 

HTTP://WWW.SILICON

VALLEY.COM 

TECHNOPARKS Leading Technology Parks HTTP://WWW.METOLI

http://www.siliconvalley.com/
http://www.siliconvalley.com/
http://www.metolit.by/RU/DIR/INDEX.PHP/1865


EUROPE AND 

NORTH 

AMERICANS 

Austria, Belgium, 

Uk  , 

Germany, Holland, 

Denmark, Italy, Latvia, 

Lithuania, Finland, France, Czech 

Republic, Sweden, 

Estonia and the USA. 

T.BY/RU/DIR/INDEX.PH

P/1865 

FRENCH 

TECHNOLOGICAL 

SKY PARK 

SOFIA 

ANTIPOLIS 

Sophia Antipolis (eng. 

Sophia Antipolis) — 

technology Park on 

South of France. Generated 

in 1970-1984, he 

is home to 

mainly for companies in 

the field of computational 

technicians, electronics, 

pharmacology and 

biotechnologies. Here 

also located 

several higher 

educational institutions and 

European headquarters- 

consortium apartment 

W3C. 

HTTP://WWW.SOPHI

A-ANTIPOLIS.ORG 

SWISS 

PARK 

ZURICH 

The Technopark in Zurich was 

formed in 1993on the area of 44,300 

thousandsquare meter.Inthe center operates 

230companies, employs 1,750thousands of 

specialists.Main direction 

technopark-information and 

communicationtechnologies and 

electronics. ParkZurich was 

the prototype of the "SKOLKOVO". 

HTTP://WWW.TECHNO

PARK.CH 

FINNISH 

TECHNOPARK 

OTANIEMI 

Otaniemi is the leadingNorthern 

TechnoparkEuropeans. Ready to 

renderassistance in organizing 

R & d and financing inthe framework of 

the Europeanprograms'. 

WWW.OTANIEMI.FI 

SINGAPORE 

SCIENTIFIC 

PARK 

Singapore SciencePark-is the leadingAsia 

supplier,strong regionalpresence in the 

markets 

Singapore, China, India,southern 

koreaPhilippines. Parkdevelops, 

managesand advances itsparks, 

industrialparks, (manufacturing, 

logisticsdistributivecenters), business 

parks, technoparks, 

high-technology objects, office 

retail space. 

HTTP://WWW.SCIENCE

PARK.COM.SG 

TOMSK 

INSTITUTE 

BUSINESS'S 

First startup UNIVERSITY 

Russia is innovative forge 

Entrepreneurial top-level personnel. 

The Tomsk Institute business allows 

HTTP://TIB.TOMSK.RU 

http://www.metolit.by/RU/DIR/INDEX.PHP/1865
http://www.metolit.by/RU/DIR/INDEX.PHP/1865
http://www.sophia-antipolis.org/
http://www.sophia-antipolis.org/
http://www.technopark.ch/
http://www.technopark.ch/
http://www.otaniemi.fi/
http://www.sciencepark.com.sg/
http://www.sciencepark.com.sg/
http://tib.tomsk.ru/


Get entrepreneurial education, 

focused on practical the needs of modern 

economy, to gain all 

necessary knowledge and skills for 

construction successful career or creating 

your own business's. 

SCIENTIFIC 

PARK OF 

MOSCOW STATE 

UNIVERSITY 

MSU science Park – one of the oldest 

technology park 

Russia. Science park formed in accordance 

with with the decision of the Academic 

Council of Moscow state University under 

Protocol No. 4 of 15» October 1990 Today 

in the Union ITC includes more than 31 

centres operatingmore than 1500 

companies.15 September 2008 Scientific 

Parkbecome a member 

International Association Of Scientific 

parks (IASP). 

HTTP://WWW.SCIENC

EPARK.RU 

PARKDUBAIS, 

JOINTE ARAB 

EMIRATES 

Dubai TechnoPark - free economic 

Dubai technology Park zone 

((abbreviated as DTP) is one of the FEZ 

with special status. Established in 2007, it 

is designed to attract 

large number talented specialists of the 

region and to ensure the development of 

the UAE's economy by 

followingdirections: oil, gas, 

water desalination, health, 

engineering and logistics. On the square of 

Technopark Dubai, which is equal to 21 

million square meters there are 60,000 

permanent residents and work 133 000. 

HTTP://WWW.TECHNO

PARK.AE 

 

http://www.sciencepark.ru/
http://www.sciencepark.ru/
http://www.technopark.ae/
http://www.technopark.ae/

